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The Expansion of the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services to increase the number of

service centers and personnel.

IN THE SENATE OF THE AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION

Mr. Owen of Virginia introduced the following bill;

A BILL

The Expansion of the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services to increase the number of

service centers and personnel.

Be it enacted by The American Legion Boys Nation Senate assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "The USCIS Expansion Bill.".

SECTION 2. LEGISLATIVE LANGUAGE:

Hereby facilitates the establishment of five new United States Citizenship and Immigration Service

Centers. In addition to the Potomac, Texas, Nebraska, Vermont, California, and National Benefits

Service Centers, the five new service centers will be the Florida, Arizona, Tennessee, Missouri, and

Illinois Service Centers. The creation of the five centers, named after the state in which they operate,

will entail 4,200 new staff to each of the centers. The new personnel will relieve the quantity of

applications that each of the current centers has to review annually. 
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a.             

The new Service Centers will proportionally divide the current workload of the functional service

centers to ensure the quick and efficient processing of applications sent to the USCIS. 

i. To ensure the proper distribution of work, each of the new service centers will have a sister center

from the list of preexisting ones (except for the National Benefits Service Center.)

ii. The sister centers will distribute the work of naturalization and immigration applications equally to

be reviewed and adjudicated in an efficient and timely manner. Below is the list of sister service

centers: 

1.    

Tennessee & Potomac   

2.    

Florida & Texas

3.    

Missouri & Nebraska 

4.    

Illinois & Vermont 

5.    

Arizona & California 

b.             

Recognizes that currently 19,000 employees work in the USCIS. With the introduction of the new

USCIS Expansion Bill, this number will increase to 40,000 employees. Implementing this would

decrease the wait time by at least half for all applicants at the USCIS.

c.             
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To alleviate pressure placed on the United States Budget, these five new service centers will be built

and start their operation incrementally.

i. A new service center will be built and staffed every three years, starting southernmost to

northernmost. Building and staffing will start in fiscal year 2022 and be completed in fiscal year 2037.

d.             

The locations of the five new service centers will be Tallahassee, Florida; Glendale, Arizona;

Nashville, Tennessee; St. Louis, Missouri; Morris, Illinois. 

e.             

Each of the locations will be staffed with an additional 4,200 civilian federal employees, half of which

will be state and local residents. 

SECTION 3. FUNDING: 

a.             

The total cost for the construction of the new service centers is estimated to be 2.9 billion dollars. By

fiscal year 2037, salaries of the employees in all five buildings will reach 552.43 million dollars

annually.

b.             

The funding for the five new service centers will be secured from funds previously earmarked for

combating COVID-19. With the successful introduction of the vaccines, funds originally appropriated

to fight the coronavirus pandemic will be reallocated to promote legal immigration to the United

States. 

c.             

The five new service centers will be built over the next fifteen years, introducing a recurring cost once

every three years until the construction of all new service centers is complete.
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d.             

The USCIS Expansion Bill will pay for itself. Since there will be a faster application review,

potentially, there will be an increase in new tax-paying residents in the United States. The incremental

increase in tax revenue will help pay for the remainder of the program throughout its fifteen-year span

and effectively finance the annual salary cost thereafter. 

e.             

Lastly, although the USCIS Expansion Bill will be approved presently, funding will be secured for

each new service center annually. This Bill calls for a fifteen-year plan implemented and funded into

five three-year segments. Within those segments, funding for the centers will be budgeted and secured

annually so that in years with higher federal tax revenue more funds can be allocated to the

construction of the service centers.
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